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About This Game

Space Live is a short and sweet visual novel that will add some kick into your step for the week!

The game features all of the following:

Colorful and resplendent artwork brought to you by Circus, the creators of the Da Capo 3 R series and Dal Segno.

An engaging story filled with riveting performances from your favorite browsers. Laugh, gasp, and be amazed at their
thrilling acting abilities and excellent teamwork.

Join the idol gauntlet and wage war to deliver the crown to your ideal broswer!

A host of events await your curious eyes, including a swimsuit competition and a mesmerizing acting session sure to
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leave you craving for more.

A cast of browsers battling for the crown, each with their unique quirks that are sure to resonate with a diverse audience.
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Star Calendar, Year 2222

Humanity abandoned reality and decided to reside in Net Space. Net Space is divided into a number of factions, and every four
years, they hold a concert for control of all the Spaces. With such high stakes at play, the heated battle between Space Idols shall

commence!

Circus is a long-time visual novel producer which has brought many full-length games to the West with MangaGamer. Among
one of the first investors in the Western market, Circus is happy to develop Space Live as their first title exclusively for the

Western market - a big thank you for supporting our translations in the last decade!
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Title: Space Live - Advent of the Net Idols
Genre: Casual
Developer:
Circus
Publisher:
MangaGamer
Release Date: 29 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

English,Simplified Chinese,Japanese
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italian. encompassed urdu. space live - advent of the net idols cg. mushroom wars 2 episode 3 red and furious-codex. mushroom
wars 2 playstation 4. encompassed past tense. encompassed support. mushroom wars 2 level 12 hard. encompassed them.
mushroom wars 2 14. encompassed by. encompassed in chinese. mushroom wars 2 episode 1 level 14. encompassed agency.
mushroom wars 2 hack ios. mushroom wars 2 on pc. mark of the ninja final choice. mushroom wars 2 iosgods. jamaica
encompassed. mushroom wars 2 release date. mushroom wars 2 codex fix

Slight learning curve but once you know how abilities work for the heros you should be set.. It's awesome!!! Simple but
hardcore gameplay and very cut graphiks. Very addicting, loads of fun for anybody. Can be hard to get used to from time to
time, but over all i give it an 8/10.. This game is a very addictive strategy game. It is visually well done. The campaign is long
enough for such a game. There are some missions that are really hard to beat. You have to replay them about 10-15 times before
finding the right strategy. I really like this challenge.

This game is totally worth $15.

The only downside is the lack of a Skirmish mode. It would be real fun to play Skirmish games after finishing the campaign..
only thing missing is save reply, or at least i did not find it. This game is a gem. Well polished. Easy yet a lot of strategy
involved. I hope this one catches on. I have played MP finally and am hoping there is a base to keep this game afloat. Tons of
Fun!. Space Live - Advent of the Net Idols is a futuristic\/Japanese idol visual novel that tells us how humanity has abandoned
reality and now everyone lives in a digital world. This new future is divided into five factions and each one has an
\u201cidol\u201d to represent them. Every four years there\u2019s a competition between those girls to see which faction will
prevail and win more followers, and that competition is a simple \u201cidol contest\u201d where millions of people will watch
and cheer up for them.

First off, there are a few important things I feel like pointing out before sharing my thoughts on Space Live; this is a kinetic novel,
meaning that there are no choices to make, you only read the story. There is an interesting point tho: there are no male or
female potential partners here, you\u2019ll see the girls and ONLY them interacting directly. There\u2019s a part near the
ending a bit different, but the main focus of this novel isn\u2019t the romance between the girls and a male\/female reader.
I found that aspect enjoyable to be honest. The last thing is that this title is completely unvoiced. Usually, I don't mind that
all. But I could feel myself wanting this VN to be voiced... The characters sing a lot and are very charismatic, so having to
play this game unvoiced kinda ruined the fun in my opinion.

From what I could understand, each girl's design is based on a web browser: most scenes happen from the point of view of Ai
E (Internet Explorer), from Macro Space. She's a sweet girl, a bit like your clich\u00e9 protagonist anime girl; we then meet
Sarifa (Safari), a very classy and busty lady from Ai Space. She looks pretty confident, but she has a cute side; G Chrome
(Google Chrome) from Goggle Space is our next idol, she looks cute but rarely shows sign of any other expression other than
her usual "blank face"; At the contest, we get to know Higitsune (Firefox) from Mosaic Space, a short(heh)tempered fox
girl that really wants to win the idol contest. She's haughty, I usually dislike characters like that, but for some reason she
became my favorite; And then there's Tsukikage (Lunascape) from Luna Space. It seems like a current joke in the game that
people aren't very interested in her (at least the host of the contest isn't since he never asks her many questions and he's very
quick to ditch her lol).

I could say that there are five chapters according to the challenges that the girls must face: a singing contest, a swimsuit
contest (which by the way shows a bit of uncensored nip slip), a "costumes and confessions" (kinda like a theatre), a race,
and finally, a "final battle". The third chapter has the closest description of a "romance" that the reader could experience
in the novel. About the technical details, the art style is amazing! The developers are the same from other great titles like Da
Capo and Dal Segno. BGM was cute and catchy, but it got repetitive after a while. It also took me almost four hours to read
the entire novel.

6\/10. I highly recommend getting this title on a 50% off sale since it looks expensive for a game that begs to be voiced and it
isn't. Overall, Space Live is a cute and generic visual novel that might be the right choice if you're in the mood to read
something simple and that has its share of fanservice. There's no R18 patch here, meaning that this is the official version of
the game.. Pretty much mushroom wars 1 with a graphics improvement.
It has more online modes including 2v2 for fun with friends.
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Singleplayer is there but it does lack a skirmish\free battle.
On the plus side there are a lot of missions and 2 campaigns to keep you occupied

So i recommend if you like mushroom wars 1 or similer games.

Price: £10 - £15 seems fair for what you get imo.

Performence: works perfect on 960m 200 - 300+ fps with vsync off and 60 fps with vsync on + sits around 50c
for those that care.

microtrans: None ++++. this game cured my depression
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I don't know where to start with this one. Was it bad by any stretch of the imagination? No. But it wasn't really much. I chuckled
a few times here or there and i enjoyed it...but the price seems too steep for what it was. Higitsune is probably why i'll end up
recommending it if you like fox girls (Which I do) but other than that there really isn't much here. I'm also currently playing the
grisaia series and while that game cost much more it is also much more substantial.

I guess all in all play this for Higitsune if you like Fox Girls, her design is wonderful and I enjoyed it very much...but probably
wait for a sale.. This is an interesting CYOA novella. In it you play as a ninja, just going through your graduation test, and then
through a number of quests. Now, there are a lot of elements to the story that are interesting, though it ends rather abruptly.

Still, it is decent enough. Though perhaps wait until it is on discount.. Cute strategy game, nice learning curve through campaign.
Quick and engaging matches in campaign and multiplayer.

nice graphics and artwork
cute cutscenes in campaign
dozens of maps to play with friends or against matchmade opponents
runs great on any PC, even my atom netbook from 2009 handled it well.

Give it a try and you will not regret it.. The best RTS I have ever played! 10/10, graphics, illustrations, gameplay, balance is
really near to be perfect.
Be sure you will spend days playing interesting campaign and to become top in ranked games. Game is really awesome - it costs
its money :). Smoke shrooms, feel the power, play this game. Shroomception bruv.. Great game would buy twice. Always
dreamed of being a mushroom. Love this game. Played the original on PS3 and only happened to find the sequel when talking
about the original nostalgicly. Well worth the $15 I spent. Simple little RTS that's super fun.. This game is a gem. Well polished.
Easy yet a lot of strategy involved. I hope this one catches on. I have played MP finally and am hoping there is a base to keep
this game afloat. Tons of Fun!

Weekly Sales have begun!:
Hi All
This week we have set a huge selection of Playism games on Sale!

Check out the full list of all the Playism titles that are currently on sale!
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See sales on the Playism Publisher Page.
See sales on the Playism Blog.[blog.playism-games.com]. Steam Summer Sales!:
The Steam Summer Sales have begun! Start this summer with a splash by grabbing some exciting indie games from Playism!
See all the exciting Playism titles on Sale

Today we have set Mitsurugi Kamui Hikae on sale for 67% off!

Take on the role of a warrior maiden forced to hunt down her best friend, who has stolen a sacred demon blade.
Immerse yourself in the tale of a deadly feud between two old friends and the demonic sword tearing them apart―told
through high-speed action!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/263620

Check out all the Playism titles on sale here:
Steam Summer Sales 2018 feat. Playism[blog.playism-games.com]

Join our Steam Publisher Page for all our latest updates:
Playism Publisher Page. Steam Comiket Sale:
Comiket is kicking off with a blast on Steam this week. Check out these Japanese Indie titles that are on sale.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/358090/
http://store.steampowered.com/app/263620/
http://store.steampowered.com/app/230700/
http://store.steampowered.com/app/249330/
http://store.steampowered.com/app/355240/
http://store.steampowered.com/app/312600/
http://store.steampowered.com/app/359440/
http://store.steampowered.com/app/273240/
http://store.steampowered.com/app/292480/
. Golden Week Holiday Announcement:
Hi All
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We hope you are doing great and enjoying all the Playism games!

As Playism is based in Japan, we wanted to notify you all that due to the extended Japanese holidays this year for Golden Week
at the start of May, we will be closing our offices and operations from April 27th to May 6th.

We apologize for any inconvenience this may cause, however, we will be back on May 7th, and shall handle all issues from then
onwards.

Regards
The Playism Team

---

Playism. Ver 1.1.3.0 Update:

Simplified Chinese added to available languages.

Fixed bugs relating to graphic processing.

Fixed bug where achievements were earned before the proper conditions were met.

. Ver 1.1.5.0 Update:
Hi all, we have updated the following:

Korean added to available languages.

Fixed a bug where after clearing the game once, the "game cleared" mark would disappear from data after one stage for
the set difficulty setting.

. Pixel Game Maker MV - Now on Weekly Sale:
Hi Playism fans!

We are happy to announce that this week, we'll be offering Pixel Game Maker MV - the latest entry in the Maker series,
currently being distributed by Playism - at a 20% off discount for our Weekly Sale.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/837510/Pixel_Game_Maker_MV__MV/

Pixel Game Maker MV allows you to create all sorts of original games without any programming ability required whatsoever.
For example, you could even create your own version of La-Mulana 2!
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*This image features a boss battle created using Pixel Game Maker MV.

Pixel Game Maker MV is currently in Early Access, and we're in the process of gathering feedback and requests from many of
our players. Don't miss this opportunity to give the title a spin!

We hope you enjoy Pixel Game Maker MV!

Other Languages. The Putinland: Divide & Conquer Mitsurugi Kamui Hikae Playism Publisher Sale - Up to 80% off!:
We are finishing off our 8th anniversary month with a huge sale on Steam!

We want to thank everyone who has been a part of Playism in the past 8 years, we couldn’t have done any of this without all you
amazing people!

We have nearly our whole catalog on sale for up to 80% off!
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For extra deals, don't forget to check out our bundles!

Playism Strategy Bundle
Contains: Unholy Heights, Rime Berta, Magic Potion Explorer, A Healer Only Lives Twice

Playism JRPG Bundle
Contains: One Way Heroics, Artifact Adventure, LiEat, Helen's Mysterious Castle

Playism 2D Action Bundle
Contains: La-Mulana, Kero Blaster, Momodora: Reverie Under the Moonlight

PLAYISM Metroidvania bundle
Contains: La-Mulana, Momodora: Reverie Under the Moonlight, La-Mulana 2, Touhou Luna Nights

Check out the full list of games on our Steam Page, or on our blog![blog.playism-games.com]

---

Playism
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